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Des Friedrich (left) and Robbie Hewetson have been employed to help with the racing management of a state-of-the-art racecourse at Hohhot, the capital of 
Inner Mongolia.

Kiwis in exciting Chinese venture 

PReFeRMent LeADs HOMe wALLeR
triFeCtA in DAshinG BMW triuMPh
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A couple of new Zealanders are at the coalface helping 
develop an exciting new venture in china.

Des Friedrich, who has a wealth of Australasian 
experience in thoroughbred administration, and Robbie 
Hewetson, a former assistant trainer, have been employed 
to help with the racing management of a state-of-the-art 
racecourse at Hohhot, the capital of inner Mongolia.

Friedrich, who has been appointed the ceO of Racing, and 
Hewetson, the senior Racing steward, arrived at Hohhot on 
May 8 and the venue was officially opened with the china 

inner Mongolia Horse Racing and the 6th inner Mongolia 
international equestrian Festival on June 29.

“it truly is a world-class facility and it really impressed 
everyone,” Hewetson said. 

“it’s a brand new track which has been built within the last 
couple of years. 

“there’s a 2200m grass track, a sand track of 1750m and it’s 
a lot like sha tin. it’s the same profile and there’s stabling for 
348 horses at this stage. 



NZB’s Ready to Run Sale of Two-Year-Olds has been a prolific producer 
of world-class racehorses and features an impressive honour roll of  
19 Group One wins and 139 stakes wins in the current six seasons.

Enter online today to ensure your 2YOs are seen and sold by the best in 
the business at Karaka.

www.nzb.co.nz   •   +64 9 298 0055   •   reception@nzb.co.nz

READY TO RUN
/// 2019

NZB’S READY TO RUN SALE OF 2YOS: 20 & 21 NOVEMBER 2019
BREEZE UPS: 21 & 22 OCTOBER AT TE RAPA RACECOURSE 
ENTER YOUR 2YOS ONLINE NOW: PORTAL.NZB.CO.NZ
ENTRIES CLOSE FRIDAY 16 AUGUST 2019  

https://tinyurl.com/yycdpequ
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Ben’s DAY BRigHteneD BY DeseRVeD
rOtOruA stAKes Win FOr iLLuMinAti

Kiwis in exciting Chinese venture 
(Continued from page  1)

the inner Mongolia Racecourse is located in the north 
suburb of Hohhot and has the largest scale in Asia, covering 
an area of 320,000 square metres.

it is a combined venture under the name Mengxing Rider 
by an inner Mongolian government company, which owns 
51 percent, and Mr Lin Lang, the inner Mongolia Rider Horse 
principal known as “Mr wolf,” whose company has the other 
49 percent.

the development of horse racing is also a convenient 
way to keep alive the heritage of horses and related culture 
among the Mongolian ethnic group, which used to rely on 
the animal for transport and survival, Lang said.

with stints as secretary of the egmont Racing club and 
counties Racing club and chief executive of Hawke’s Bay 
Racing and the same roles in Australia at Darwin and Alice 
springs, Friedrich was looking to ease into semi-retirement 
when the opportunity arose to help steer the Hohhot ship.

“the offer came out of the blue and it’s a challenge too 
good to pass up,” he said. 

“it cost nZ$250 million to set up and the infrastructure is 
unbelievable.

“As well as the racecourse, there is a horse arena alongside 
a function centre. truly, it has everything.”

the six-story grandstand also caters for accommodation 
with approximately 100 hotel rooms and the racetrack has 
already proved a winner.

“the horses broke 58 seconds for 1000m on the sand. 
that’s how good it is,” Hewetson said.

“i’m impressed by the class of thoroughbreds up here. 
there are some very well-bred types who would be good 
enough to be in Hong Kong.

“there are some high-priced yearling purchases racing up 
here. the breeding of many of them is as good as you get.”

the racecourse has been built to cater for all breeds of 
horses and, of the thoroughbreds, Friedrich said close to 95 
percent of them are new Zealand-bred.

though racing officially began for the weekend of June 
29-30, the next racemeeting is not until August 3 and racing 

will then be held each saturday and sunday through to early 
October.

“we’ve just had an equine festival, which is a bit like the 
Olympic games over here. it’s huge and was a big success,” 
Hewetson said.

“when we have our own racemeetings, the saturday is for 
thoroughbreds and the sunday for standardbreds, home-
breds and other horses. there are six races each day with a 
maximum of 14 runners per race.”

A rating system has been created along with a simplified 
Rules of Racing and the prizemoney has been set for the 
major races.

“the group One races will be run for the new Zealand 
equivalent of $225,000 and the group twos for $110,000,” 
Hewetson said.

“All the horses have to be registered to come here. it’s a 
professional operation and has the potential to be huge.”

Hewetson’s experience within the thoroughbred industry 
includes running Mike Moroney’s satellite stable at Randwick 
as well as stints working for Paul O’sullivan and singapore 
trainer Mark walker.

“i was originally coming to Hohhot to take up a training 
position when i was asked to be a steward instead,” he said. 
it’s something new and a great experience for me. Being here 
from the start i can see how big this can become.

“As it grows there will be more demand for horses. the 
wealthy chinese businessmen will be buying more to be 
involved.” 

- nZ Racing Desk



sAteLLite stABLe PLAns FOR PiKe
stiLL uP in the Air

ALL tHe wAY FOR AZABOY
in ChAMPiOnshiP stAKes

Despite constant speculation over the past few months, 
cambridge trainer tony Pike is adamant he is no 
closer to confirming whether he will establish a 

satellite stable in Australia next season or not.
Pike admits the buzz around the venture has ramped up in 

recent weeks but while he is considering his options, nothing 
has been put in place as yet.

“i’ve been questioned about the situation a fair bit in the 
last three months but at this stage there is nothing to report,” 
Pike said.

“it is an option we have been thinking about for a wee 

while but, to be honest, i haven’t even looked at any potential 
properties yet.

“to make the move you need the right set-up and until we 
find a property that is suitable it is all just wishful thinking.

“i guess if we were going to go anywhere it would ideally 
be in new south wales somewhere but Queensland could 
also be a possibility.

“At this stage i’m just concentrating on getting our spring 
team ready for the new season.”

gr.1 stradbroke Handicap (1400m) placegetter, Endless 

Group One performer Endless Drama will spearhead Cambridge trainer Tony Pike’s Hastings Spring Carnival team (Trish Dunell)
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sAteLLite stABLe PLAns FOR PiKe
stiLL uP in the Air

Drama (Lope De Vega) will spearhead Pike’s team for the 
Hawke’s Bay spring carnival, with the rising eight-year-old 
entire holding nominations for both the gr.1 tarzino trophy 
(1400m) and gr.1 windsor Park Plate (1600m).

“He (endless Drama) has come back from his Queensland 
campaign in great order and looks ideally suited to those 
races at Hastings,” Pike said.

“He had a week in the paddock in Queensland after the 
stradbroke and then another week off when we got him back 
home.

“He’s a big gross horse who we couldn’t afford to give too 
much of a break and he has been working along slowly since 
he has been back in the stable.

“He will kick-off in the Foxbridge Plate (gr.2 1200m) at te 
Rapa and then go to the tarzino from there.”

while Pike’s dual group One winning sprinter Bostonian 
(nZ) (Jimmy choux) will miss the Hastings carnival in favour 
of either a Melbourne or sydney spring campaign, he is 
looking forward to the prospects of two of his talented rising 
three-year-old fillies in Loire (nZ) (Redoute’s choice) and Kali 
(nZ) (Darci Brahma) as they prepare for a tilt at some of the 
early spring classics.

“Bostonian won’t be going to Hastings as we favour taking 
him to Australia instead,” he said.

“we are just working on whether he will go to either 
Melbourne or sydney at the moment.

“we have some lovely young horses coming through 
including both Loire and Kali who impressed towards the end 
of the season.

“they will both trial at te teko on August 6 and then we 
will assess where they are at from there.

“the 1000 guineas (gr.1 1600m) at Riccarton is the main 
aim for both of them and they will take a similar path to get 
there.

“there are some nice races at Hastings during the spring 
carnival for them including the gold trail stakes (gr.3 1200m) 
so that will be the initial focus.” 

– nZ Racing Desk

NEWS IN BRIEF

Nothing set in stone for Brutal in spring
A campaign for gr.1 Doncaster Mile (1600m) winner 

Brutal (NZ) (O’Reilly) has yet to be finalised with the everest 
(1200m) a possibility should a slot become available.

But to date the world’s richest race on turf is not front of 
mind at Hawkes Racing.

Brutal has not raced since winning the Doncaster Mile at 
Randwick in April with the rising four-year-old having had just 
three gallops in preparation for his spring return.

co-trainer wayne Hawkes, who is in partnership with his 
father John and brother Michael, said a program was yet to be 
finalised.

Hawkes is not concerned there are few slots remaining for 
the everest, saying things can change between now and the 
$14 million race at Randwick on October 19.

“some of these horses aren’t going to come up and 
people will be looking to change slots,” Hawkes said.

“could you set Brutal for the everest? Yes you could.
“could he win the everest? Yes he could because he’s a 

1200-metre horse that runs out to a mile, but it depends on 
how he comes back.” 

- AAP

CONTACT THE TEAM FOR MORE INFORMATION ON +64 9 296 4436.

SHOWCASING FILLY OUT OF A 
WELL-RELATED KEEPER MARE. 

SAVABEEL MARE IN 
FOAL TO ZACINTO. 

WINNER & DAM OF WINNERS 
IN FOAL TO TIME TEST.

HIGH CLASS INTERNATIONAL 
MARE IN FOAL TO ALMANZOR. 

VADAMOS FILLY OUT OF A 
HALF TO QUINTESSENTIAL. 

UNRESERVED.UNRESERVED.

Bidding set to close starting with Lot 1 from 7pm tonight! Bumper 91-Lot auction set to close from 7pm tonight!
UNRESERVED.

https://gavelhouse.com/
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gOBstOPPeR FARR 
tOO GOOD in DreChsLer

Gobstopper has taken out the prestigious 
Brendan Drechsler Hurdle at Pakenham at 
just his second jumping start (Trish Dunell)

reports suggest the Patrick Payne-trained galloper suffered 
no serious injuries in the incident.

gobstopper was steered to victory by welsh-born, new 
Zealand-based jockey emily Farr, who was delighted to win a 
feature race in Victoria with the former gr.3 new Zealand cup 
(3200m) winner.

Farr, who was runner-up aboard crafty cruiser (good 
Journey) in last year’s Jericho cup at warrnambool, is the only 
licensed female jumps jockey in Australia. 

“He did the same in the new Zealand cup,” Farr said of her 
front-running tactics.

“the stamina of him is just incredible and he can run 13s 
(13-second furlongs) all day.

“it’s only his second ever hurdle start so for him to jump as 
well as he did those last three under pressure, it shows how 
good a horse he is.

“there’s been a lot of work put into him so it’s great to see 
it come off.”

some indifferent form since his new Zealand cup triumph 

the Kiwis got the cash in sunday’s Brendan Drechsler 
Hurdle (3500m) at Racing.com Park as trainer Andrew 
campbell’s Gobstopper (NZ) (tavistock) led all the way 

to take out the $100,000 feature.
the six-year-old, the younger brother of dual Hong Kong 

Horse of the year werther, looked under siege when euroman 
(Manduro) and Killarney Kid (nZ) (Pendragon) loomed up 
at the top of the straight but navigated the final two jumps 
perfectly to run out a two-length winner.

Killarney Kid faltered at the second last hurdle and was 
immediately pulled up by rider steven Pateman. initial 

had seen campbell trial gobstopper over 
fences to sharpen him up but he had been 
reluctant to commit to a hurdle start until 
lining up for his initial run over fences at te 
Aroha back in June, following the advice of 
emily Farr.

sunday’s victory now has him two from 
two over the hurdles and brandishing 
a career record of eight wins from just 
33 starts and over nZ$300,000 in stakes 
earnings.

Race Pakenham RC Brendan Drechsler Hurdle  3500m.

Winner Gobstopper (NZ) 2012

Owners C D Allison, C V & J A Barnao, A R Campbell, T G 
Heptinstall, T M Pivac & D R Platt

Trainer Andrew Campbell (Cambridge)

Breeding by Tavistock out of Bagalollies (AUS) by Zabeel

Breeder C D Allison; C V & J A Barnao; A R Campbell; T G 
Heptinstall; T M Pivac & D R Platt



JOHnsOn BAcK in winning FORM
AFter LenGthy injury BreAK

Danielle Johnson made the best 
possible return to raceday 
riding after an injury enforced 

nine-month break away from the track 
when she guided talented three-
year-old Bobby Dazzler (NZ) (Zed) to 
victory at new Plymouth on saturday.

Johnson has been on the side-
lines since mid-november when 
she sustained three fractures to her 
collar bone in a race fall at Ruakaka. 
sporting a metal plate and six screws 

in the troublesome injury, Johnson had 
built up her fitness in recent months 
with plenty of gym work, running and 
regular trackwork and trial rides.

After getting her eye in with two 
mounts at Pukekohe on wednesday, 
Johnson was at her bustling best as 
she led throughout on the stephen 
Marsh-trained Bobby Dazzler, who was 
registering his third career victory.

with the 1400m covered in a 
pedestrian 1.32.90 on the testing 

“it helps when you have a horse 
who can handle those conditions and 
he got through it really well.

“My fitness is good as i haven’t been 
sitting around at all in the last few 
months. i have had trial rides and do 
regular trackwork while i try to either 
get to the gym or go for a run on most 
days.

“it just feels great to be back and to 
get a winner was a big thrill.”

Despite the success, Johnson will 
not be able to add to her season’s tally 
as she heads back to the surgeon on 
tuesday to have the plate and screws 
removed from her collarbone.

“My surgeon told me i didn’t have 
to have the plate and screws removed 
but if i had another fall it might 
complicate any injury i suffered, so i’m 
going to have them out on tuesday,” 
she said.

“i will take a few days off so i won’t 
have any more rides this season.

“now that i’m back i am really 
looking forward to riding in the new 
season. i don’t have any specific goals 
although the 100-winner mark is 
something i like to try and achieve in 
any given season.

“i’m certainly hungry for success 
now that i’m back and i’m just lucky 
to have a strong stable like stephen’s 
behind me so hopefully we can kick 
some goals again this year.” 

– nZ Racing Desk

Heavy11 surface 
you could have 
excused Johnson 
for feeling the 
effects of the effort 
required to kick 
home the Zed 
gelding.

“Actually, i 
felt pretty good 
afterwards even 
though it was a 
really tough track 
out there,” Johnson 
said.

Leading rider 
Danielle Johnson 
bagged her first 
winner following 
a lengthy injury 
break at New 
Plymouth on 
Saturday (Trish 
Dunell)
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MORe wOnDeR A genuine
GrOuP One COntenDer

Exciting galloper More Wonder is ready for a break-out 
season in 2019/20 (Race Images South)

trainer graeme Rogerson believes his talented galloper 
More Wonder (NZ) (Mossman) is ready for a break-out 
season in 2019/20.

the Mossman gelding won twice during his three-year-
old campaign but looked unlucky not to register a victory at 
the highest level, finishing in the top five on four separate 
occasions at group One level.

“i think he is a very good horse who didn’t get a lot of luck 
in those bigger races,” Rogerson said.

“He probably should have won a group One but the way 
he is coming up for his new campaign, i think he will be able to 
rectify that.

“i got the feeling something wasn’t quite right with him 
towards the end of the season and when we had him checked 
out, he needed a minor operation to remove a chip off a 
fetlock.

“He has had that cleaned up and looks a million dollars.”
Rogerson, who prepares the gelding with wife Debbie and 

“i think the tavistock half-brother to More wonder is a very 
very nice horse,” he said.

“we have had a couple of jump-outs at home and he has 
done everything right.

“He’s coming along nicely so he will be one to watch when 
he gets to the track.”

Rogerson was also thrilled to put a win on the board for 
jumping legend Ann Browne, when Raisafuasho (nZ) (Johar) 
took out the maiden steeplechase at te Rapa on saturday.

“it was just fantastic to get that win for Ann as she is very 
close to our family,” Rogerson said.

“we’ve had a lot to do with Ann and her late husband Ken 
over the years so i really wanted to put that win on the board.

“He will be set for the Pakuranga Hunt cup (4900m) in late 
August and then the great northern steeplechase (6400m) 
after that.

“steeplechasing looks to be his forte now so if we could win 
either of those races, that the Browne’s dominated so many 
years, it would be a fairy-tale result.” – nZ Racing Desk grand-daughter Bailey under their team Rogerson 

banner, will adopt a patient approach with his 
charge as he eyes the three group One features 
during the Hastings spring carnival, which kicks off 
on August 31.

“we’ve got him nominated for all three of the 
group One races at Hastings so that is what we are 
working towards with him,” he said.

“He will most likely trial in August and then 
we will go from there. He won’t be starting in the 
Foxbridge Plate (gr.2 1200m) at te Rapa so we will 
look at something else for him.”

while Rogerson is looking forward to getting 
More wonder back on the track, he also has high 
hopes for his rising two-year-old half-brother by 
tavistock, who has excelled in recent jump-outs at 
Rogerson’s tuhikaramea property.

Monday 22 July 2019
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ReiLLY eAsY When it’s On Line

AMARuLA PROViDes cLAss 
reMinDer At hAstinGs

 “the mile was not really a concern, 
especially with the inside barrier. i 
thought he’d be okay.”

 Duric was on the other hand a 
little worried about barrier no 1, but 
once he had On Line on the bit and 
coasting behind leader and longshot 
champagne Finale (All too Hard), the 
two-time singapore champion jockey 
could relax better.

 Loath to be stuck behind a 
fading horse, Duric popped On Line 
off the fence at the 500m and once 
they straightened up, they just went 
whoosh hard up against the rails.

 “He was in the right race, but there 
was a question mark on his inside gate, 
how i would have to navigate him 
early,” said Duric.

 “He was also backing up from 
last week, but he got the job done. 
He wanted the mile and a bit further 

Odds-on favourite On Line 
(NZ) (O’Reilly) did not let his 
backers down after he posted 

a convincing win courtesy of another 
textbook ride from champion jockey 
Vlad Duric on sunday.

 the O’Reilly three-year-old was 
stepping up to the mile after his 
closing head-second in a novice race 
over 1400m last Friday week.

 eased back down to Restricted 
Maiden company in the $75,000 
infantry 2017 stakes (1600m), On Line 
vindicated trainer Michael clements’ 
decision to back him up within nine 
days with a solid three-quarter length 
win from Forever win (nZ) (ekraar). 
Duxton (nZ) (iffraaj) took third place 
another short head away.

Backed down to $8 favouritism, 
On Line clocked 1min 36.1secs for the 
mile on the Long course. Raced by 
prominent thai outfit Falcon Racing 
no 7 stable, On Line was opening his 
account after coming close with two 
seconds at his previous three outings.

 clements was obviously delighted 
his little gamble has paid off, especially 
on an individual who had given good 
vibes from day one.

 “we’ve always been wanting to 
get him up to the mile. Backing him 
up from last week was a question 
mark, but he’s a big strong horse 
that i thought could take it,” said the 
Zimbabwean-born mentor.

 “At the start, he took a bit of time 
to get going, but once Vlad got him up 
and travelling, he was fine.

down the road.”
 the Falcon Racing no 7 stable has 

already pocketed around $70,000 in 
stakes money from his record of one 
win and two seconds.

On Line cruises to his maiden victory at Kranji

Race Singapore TC Restricted 
Maiden S.  1600m.

Winner On Line (NZ) 2015

Owners Falcon Racing No.7 
Stable

Trainer Michael Clements 
(Kranji)

Breeding by O’Reilly out of 
Frockstar by Pins (AUS)

Breeder Waikato Stud Ltd; 
Waikato; NZ

Sales 2017 National Yearling 
Sale - Premier V: 
Waikato Stud Ltd  
$110000 P: Loburn 
Farm
2017 Ready to Run Sale 
V: Ohukia Lodge Ltd  
$210000 P: K Chittaseni 
/ Waterford B/stock
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lastud.co.nz

Per Incanto 
NZ’s #2 SIRE at stud

2019 Service Fee $17,500 + GST LFG

2018/19 13 STAKES PERFORMERS
INCLU. TWO NEW GR.1 WINNERS IN
NZ’S PREMIER SPRINT AND MILE RACES
 
RUNNER TO WINNER RATIO IN AUS 61%
7.9% RUNNER TO STAKES WINNER
 
KARAKA 2019
2ND LEADING ACTIVE SIRE BOOK 1
LEADING SIRE BOOK 2
BOOKS 1,2,3  $100K AVE

More about me here!“ ” 

Street Cry - Pappa Reale 

https://www.facebook.com/LittleAvondaleStud/videos/427986581331317/
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nZ stALLiOn AWArDs
The CenTaine award

The Grosvenor award

The dewar sTallion Trophy
STALLIONS EARNINGS

SAVABEEL $17,296,675

O’ReiLLY $9,632,265

ROAD tO ROcK $9,447,772

DARci BRAHMA $9,257,575

Pins $6,519,686

PeR incAntO $6,187,885

tAVistOcK $5,973,687

OceAn PARK $5,602,521

MAsteRcRAFtsMAn $5,384,631

swiss Ace $4,854,226

STALLIONS EARNINGS

SAVABEEL $9,715,450

O’ReiLLY $5,885,308

Pins $4,372,698

OceAn PARK $3,915,832

tAVistOcK $3,674,502

DARci BRAHMA $2,986,218

ZeD $2,971,550

ReLiABLe MAn $2,724,715

PeR incAntO $2,624,813

RiP VAn winKLe $2,544,094

Criteria: Sire whose NZ-conceived progeny have accumulated 
the highest stakes earnings worldwide

Criteria: Sire whose progeny have accumulated the highest 
combined stakes earnings in Australia & New Zealand

STALLIONS EARNINGS

SAVABEEL $3,943,644 

PeR incAntO $2,110,443

Pins $2,107,131 

DARci BRAHMA $1,597,067

sHOwcAsing $1,393,197

iFFRAAJ $1,387,567 

RiP VAn winKLe $1,313,519

ZeD $1,262,678

swiss Ace $1,193,738 

ALAMOsA $1,149,925  

BEST PERFORMERS EARNINGS

PROBABEEL $581,000

sAntA MOnicA $192,750

MADisOn cOuntY $576,625

Dee AnD gee $147,500

xPRessiOn $94,500

wYnDsPeLLe $141,625

te AKAu sHARK $196,875

PeRRY MAsOn $114,875

Miss FeDeReR $88,410

On tHe ROcKs $307,325

Criteria: Leading Sires by Earnings in New Zealand

http://www.arion.co.nz/
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nZ BReD winneRs in sinGAPOre JuLY 19

nZ BReD winneRs in sinGAPOre JuLY 21

nZ BReD winneRs in MALAysiA JuLY 21

nZ BReD winneRs in MALAysiA JuLY 20

nZ BReD winneRs in MACAu JuLY 20

nZ BReD winneRs in MACAu JuLY 20

HORSE & BREEDING BREEDER RACE SALES DETAILS

BLUE CHIP (NZ) 2014 by Shocking (AUS) out of 
Bendelta by Perfectly Ready (AUS)

Mrs s R & t D 
Loveridge; central; 
nZ

singapore tc 
Lim’s Lightning s.  
1600m.

BOY NEXT DOOR (NZ) 2015 by Showcasing (GB) 
out of Lemonade by Bertolini (USA)

Mrs V A & w K Pike; 
waikato; nZ

singapore tc 
Brisbane Racing 
club trophy  1800m.

2017 national Yearling sale - select V: Hallmark 
stud  $20000 P: Phill cataldo B/stock

RIVER RADIANCE (NZ) 2015 by Rip Van Winkle 
(IRE) out of Options by Casual Lies (USA)

J newman Family 
trust; waikato; nZ

singapore tc Lim’s 
Racer s.  1100m.

2017 national Yearling sale - select V: seaton 
Park Ltd  $35000 P: Ho

MIGHTY CONQUEROR (NZ) 2012 by Patapan 
(USA) out of Sarah San by San Luis (AUS)

Mrs J e c & est late P 
M Dean

singapore tc Kiwi 
Karma s.  1200m.

HORSE & BREEDING BREEDER RACE SALES DETAILS

ON LINE (NZ) 2015 by O’Reilly out of Frockstar 
by Pins (AUS)

waikato stud Ltd; 
waikato; nZ

singapore tc 
Restricted Maiden 
s.  1600m.

2017 national Yearling sale - Premier V: 
waikato stud Ltd  $110000 P: Loburn Farm
2017 Ready to Run sale V: Ohukia Lodge Ltd  
$210000 P: K chittaseni / waterford B/stock

KENG MAK MAK (NZ) 2013 by Red Giant (USA) 
out of Celtic Class (AUS) by Spectrum (IRE)

t w Archer trust; 
Auckland; nZ

singapore tc class 
4 H.  1600m.

2015 Ready to Run sale V: totara Park stud  
$72000 P: Lim siah Mong

WECANDO (NZ) 2014 by Per Incanto (USA) out 
of Magic Daze by Grosvenor

J e Fokerd; central; 
nZ

singapore tc class 
3 H.  1400m.

2016 Ready to Run sale V: Kilgravin Lodge  
$40000 P: s gray

HORSE & BREEDING BREEDER RACE SALES DETAILS

DETERMINE TO WIN (NZ) 2013 by Poet’s Voice 
(GB) out of Eye One (AUS) by Commands (AUS)

Ms e shattock Penang tc class 5 
H. 1100

2014 national weanling; Broodmare & Mixed 
sale V: Anistay Lodge $10000 P: Mr Mg ivil
2015 Ready to Run sale V: Diamond Lodge 
$16000 P: Mr et tan

GOLDEN TYCOON (NZ) 2014 by Pins (AUS) out of 
Paris Carver by Fast ‘N’ Famous (AUS)

waikato stud Ltd Penang tc Open 
4yo 1200

2016 national Yearling sale – select session V: 
waikato stud Ltd $70000 P: Ric wylie Bloodstock 

HORSE & BREEDING BREEDER RACE SALES DETAILS

CASEY (NZ) 2014 by Guillotine out of Cape 
Treasure (AUS) by Cape Cross (IRE)

Miss J L Dunlop, L K 
Laxon & R g walls

selangor tc class 4 
H. 1600

HORSE & BREEDING BREEDER RACE SALES DETAILS

SHOWGROSVE (NZ) 2014 by Showcasing (GB) 
out of Bygrosve by Grosvenor

R c Y Hui; waikato; 
nZ

Macau Kitakyushu 
H.  1050m.

HORSE & BREEDING BREEDER RACE SALES DETAILS

OFF THE BENCH (NZ) 2010 by Pentire (GB) out of 
Lightly Dusted (AUS) by Gilded Time (USA)

P D L Horwitz & D 
thompson

Macau sapporo H.  
1800m.


